Hospital for Self Medication, a self-organised hospital in the attic above the
apartment where I live: a space for politics and care, founded after I spent more
than two months in a state hospital in Spring 2019. The image (top) is from
the seminar ‘Critically Ill’ that brought together artists and others from Vienna,
New York and Copenhagen in a conversation about illness and emancipation.
Copenhagen 2019

The Revolution Must be a School of Unfettered Thought. A dramatised echo
of the Third World Exhibition and the Cultural Congress of Havana 1968
(second instalment)
A mechanical theatre installation with a duration of 28 minutes, directed in
collaboration with sociologist María Berríos. The images show two stages of
the narrative, based on interviews and historical sources.
Museum of Contemporary Art, Ljubljana 2019

Free Education!
The Free University of New York, Alternate U, and Learning Liberation
An exhibition presenting my research into self-organised universities in New
York in the 1960s and 70s. The exhibition was open at Interference Archive for
four months, and hosted ongoing events with past and present-day activists.
New York City 2018-19

Hospital Prison University Archive
An archive without a collection focusing on the material culture of social
movements, past and present. The space functions as an exhibition space and
a radio studio - producing podcasts as the Hospital Prison University Radio.
Copenhagen, 2016 to present

Hospital Prison University Archive
An archive without a collection [Excerpts from manifesto 2017]

Hospital Prison University Archive is a myopic archive. We examine the objects that are
passing through our field of attention with utmost scrutiny. As many details as possible
will be wrenched out of the objects and their material nature. The objects will be looked
at through a microscope, and the slightest differences will be examined. Perhaps these
small variations involve nothing but a renewed gaze. But what if the objects themselves
change through this process? The analysis in the Archive turns objects into something
more and different than just a commodity with an exchange value or economic value; the
analysis also turns the objects into something more than an object of use, a tool—they
will also be considered as aesthetic objects in all their singularity. We regard all cultural
objects as equal to works of art—a painting and a booklet, a woodcut and a vinyl record,
a tool and a flyer. We collect Small Data, not Big Data. We will not search for abstract
patterns in large amounts of data, but for specific differences in the material culture we
are a part of.
Hospital Prison University Archive has no encyclopaedic dreams of fullness and
completeness; there is no comprehensive naming or any refined comminution of
categories. Actually, there are no categories. No complete series. We want to seek
out the more obscure and deserted regions of human culture and pick up the shards
of crushed uprisings. At the same time, we want to follow Rimbaud’s dictum about a
deliberate confusion of the senses to make alien what is viewed as normal and obvious.
We will look at any object as if we saw it for the first time. And we fiddle with an analytical
method, introduced by Asger Jorn with his “comparative vandalism,” where difference
equals meaning and variation characterises the language of the unique. Not identity, but
a beauty that occurs in the chance encounter on an operating table between a sewing
machine and an umbrella, or between everyday art and world art.
Hospital Prison University Archive is a combined archive and radio studio. The
conversations around the objects that drift through our space are continuously recorded
and broadcasted on the Hospital Prison University Radio. In this way, reflections on our
social conditions and the conversations the objects provoke—which surround and flow
through them—are made available to listen to in your kitchen or in your living room, when
you are working on your computer or eating your lunch. Hospital Prison University Radio
is online and transmits 24/7. Knowledge is a social relation and does not exist until we
address each other.
Copenhagen April 2017

This World We Must Leave: An idea of revolution (second instalment)
The ‘burning’ archive display was lit for 5 minutes, followed by the screening
of a film in three chapters (from ‘alienation’ to ‘uprising’). The narrative
lasted 30 minutes in total.
Directed in collaboration with writer Mikkel Bolt.
Oslo Kunsthall 2016

The Revolution Must be a School of Unfettered Thought. A dramatised echo
of the Third World Exhibition and the Cultural Congress of Havana 1968 (first
instalment)
A mechanical theatre installation with a duration of 28 minutes, directed in
collaboration with sociologist María Berríos. The images show scenography
of the narrative, based on interviews and historical sources.
31st Sao Paulo Biennial, 2014

Cairo Antiuniversity
A total installation at the Town House Gallery: a setting for a series of
workshops based on the question ‘How to build a new university?’, inspired by
contemporary life in Cairo and informed by London Antiuniversity of 1968.
Cairo 2014

Antiknow. A pedagogical theatre of unlearning and the limits of knowledge.
A total installation in John Latham’s Flattime House, based on the title of his
unrealised course at the London Antiuniversity: Antiknow. Together with the
Antiknow Research Group - consisting of students and young artists - we
developed a script that directed movement through the house via speakers
and lights. The duration of the narrative was 25 minutes.
London 2013-14

Byggeren overgiver sig aldrig / Byggeren will never surrender
A performance / sound-installation based on historic radio coverage of a
battle to defend an adventure playground against the police in Copenhagen
in 1980. Collaboration with musician Anders Remmer.
Tensta Konsthal, Stockholm 2013

Antihistory / Antiuniversity Tabloid / Antiuniversity Teach-in
Publication / workshop / organisation / environment
Collaboration with numerous international artists and activists.
AndAndAnd / dOCUMENTA(13), Kassel 2012

Trauma 1 - 11: Stories about the Copenhagen Free University and the
surrounding society in the last ten years
The exhibition was structured as a theatre installation with a duration of 60
minutes that led people through the eight rooms of the museum. Produced
together with Henriette Heise, Emma Hedditch, Anthony Davies & Howard Slater.
Museum of Contemporary Art, Roskilde 2011

The Ramallah Lecture: Three scenes
Three stories from Palestine, in 14 minute sequences and staged in a black
box. The stories are based on a diary written during my two-month stay on the
occupied West Bank.
Liverpool Biennial 2010

This World We Must Leave: An idea of revolution (first instalment)
The ‘burning’ archive display was lit for 5 minutes, followed by the screening of
a film in three chapters (from ‘alienation’ to ‘uprising’). The narrative lasted 30
minutes in total. Produced in collaboration with writer Mikkel Bolt.
Kunsthal Aarhus 2010

Image Politics - fragments of contemporary history viewed as tragedy
A mechanical theatre installation with a duration of 25 minutes, based
on visual material I have collected in Palestine, Sandholm Refugee Camp,
and the Nørrebro area of Copenhagen.
Overgaden - Institute of Contemporary Art, Copenhagen 2010

The City is Crisis
An urban walk, as part of the Undoing-the-City festival.
Copenhagen 2009

The Presence of the Past
UAn urban walk, as part of the Social Context conference.
Copenhagen 2013

For the disturbance of the order of society
A sticker campaign in public space against the new Danish anti-terror laws.
By defacing traffic signs and causing possible disturbance of public order,
the campaign itself was breaking the anti-terror laws limiting civil liberties.
Copenhagen 2009

Copenhagen Free University
A self-instituted university in our private home. The main focus of the CFU
was artistic/activist research into specific fields of struggle. On the image
the entrance of the CFU (top) and a meeting with the author Peter Laugesen,
former member of the Situationist International.
Copenhagen 2001-2007

Satellite of Love
tv-tv was an autonomous television station in Copenhagen with 8 hours of
weekly broadcast time. tv-tv was organised as a network of independent
production groups involving artists and activists who wanted to make tv. On
the image, a presentation and installation at Witte de With.
Rotterdam 2006

Media Landscapes
As a part of Copenhagen Free University we engaged in a research project on
activist television and the uses of television in the everyday. Here, a television
installation with people watching our tv-tv programs in front of a large mirror.
Casco, Utrecht 2006

The ABZ of the Copenhagen Free University / All Power to the CFU
Audio-visual installations at Baltimore Museum of Art (top) and Warwick Art
Centre (bottom). Duration 20 minutes.
US and UK 2003

Herlev Open City
A panorama tower on top of a suburban house, accompanied by a fantasynarrative about how a communist suburban landscape would look.
Instant Herlev, Copenhagen 2004

The Fantastic Carpark
The development and design of a carpark on four levels and a community
centre in Trekroner, Roskilde.
Denmark 2004

A New Emotional Map of Southampton
A 12 panel installation with material collected in 12 areas of the city, produced
during a week-long workshop with a group of local university students.John
Hansard Gallery, Southampton 2002

Marcel Breuer Bierfest
An installation with home-brewed beer and four Marcel Breuer chairs.
Stanley Picker Gallery, London 2000

Le Corbusier’s Sink
A sink made from found materials, as part of a total installation in a private
flat in South London.
Sali Gia, London 2000

Info Centre - art, technology, architecture and urban life
A self-organised exhibition space, archive, and book shop. Display by
Association of Autonomous Astronauts (top), reading room with self-published
magazines and self-brewed beer ‘Biotechnique’ for receptions etc (bottom).
London 1998-99

Plastic Paint produced from Milk
An installation and reading room
Louisiana - Museum of Modern Art, Copenhagen 1997

Plastic Paint produced from Milk
An installation and reading/study room
Melbourne Biennial, Melbourne 1999

The Switch
A temporary switch on the street lights on an entire street in the town of
Vejle, Denmark, as a part of a workshop about future town planning.
Denmark 1997

Biotechnique
Beer brewing during the exhibition period with a finissage with beer drinking
N55 space, Copenhagen 1997

Koncern° - Journal of artistic basic research
Launch action/sit-in of the fifth issue of the journal Koncern° against the
extension of the National Art Museum (with J. Michaelsen, S. Andreasen, J.
Bäcklund)
Copenhagen 1993

